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Abstract

The rami�cation problem is a hard and ever present problem in sys�
tems exhibiting a dynamic behavior� The area of temporal databases in
particular is still lacking satisfactory solutions to the rami�cation prob�
lem� In this paper� we address the rami�cation problem based on causal
relationships that take time into account� We study the problem for both
instantaneous actions and actions with duration� The proposed solution
advances previous work by considering actions with e�ects occurring in
any of the possible future situations resulting from an action�s execution�

�� Introduction

The rami�cation problem is a hard problem� that arises in robotics� soft�
ware engineering� databases and all systems exhibiting a dynamic behavior� In
this paper we consider the case of temporal databases where transaction are a
sequences of deterministic actions�

We introduce this problems by mean of examples� Suppose we are interested
in maintaining a database that describes a simple circuit� which has two switches
and one lamp ��gure ��A��

The circuit	s behavior is described by the following integrity constraints�
First� when the two switches are up� the lamp must be lit� Second if one switch
is down then the lamp must not be lit� The integrity constraints are expressed
as the following formulas� employing predicates up and light�

up�s�� � up�s�� � light

�up�s�� � �light

�up�s�� � �light �
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Figure �
 The circuit

Action toggle switch changes the situation of a switch as follows


toggle switch�s� � up�s� if �up�s�

toggle switch�s� � �up�s� if up�s� �

The above propositions describe the direct e�ects of the action toggle switch�
A situation is called consistent when it satis�es all integrity constraints� Assume
that the circuit is in situation S � fup�s����up�s����lightg� The situation S

is consistent� because it satis�es all integrity constraints� Now assume that we
execute the action toggle switch�s��� This action has as direct e�ect to change
the state of switch s� from �up�s�� to up�s��� Now the situation of the circuit is
S� � fup�s��� up�s����lightg� This situation is inconsistent� because it violates
the �rst integrity constraint� The reasonable conclusion is that the lampmust be
lit� So the �nal situation is S� � fup�s��� up�s��� lightg� The change of the con�
dition of the lamp is the indirect e�ect of the action toggle switch�s��� Notice
that the indirect e�ects exists because of the presence of integrity constraints�
The rami�cation problem refers to the concise description of the indirect e�ects
of an action in the presence of constraints�

Several ways for addressing the rami�cation problem have been suggested in
the leterature� The majority of them are based in the situation calculus ����
The situation calculus is a second�order language that represents the changes
which occur in a domain� as results of actions� One possible evolution of the
world is a sequence of actions and is represented by a �rst�order term� The
situation at which no action has occurred yet� is called the initial situation �S���
There is a binary function do�a� S� which yields the new situation resulting
from the execution of action a in the situation S� Predicates� called �uents�
may change truth value from one situation to another� Similary� one can repre�
sent functions whose values are dependent on the situations on which evaluated
�functional �uents��
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The simplest of the technique suggested in the literature is the minimal�

change approach ���� It suggests that� when an action occurs in a situation S�
are need to �nd the consistent situation S� which has the fewer changes from
the situation S� S� is that situation that is closer to S than any other situation�

Another solution is the categorization of �uents �� �� ���� The �uents are
categorized in primary and secondary� A primary �uent may change only as a
direct e�ect of an action� while a secondary one may change only as an indirect
e�ect of an action� After an action takes place� we choose the situation with
in the fewer changes in primary �uents� The categorization of �uents solves
the rami�cation problem only if all �uents can be categorized� If some �uents
are primary for some actions and secondary for some other this solution is not
satisfactory�

As we can observe from the above examples� the change of �uent f 	s truth
value potentially a�ects the truth�value of some other �uents� while it does
not a�ect others� We de�ne a binary relation I between �uents as follows
 if
�f� f �� � I� then a change in �uent f 	s value may a�ect the value of f �� In the
above example� �up�s��� light� � I� whereas �up�s��� up�s��� �� I� A �uent could
change or remain unchanged after an action� This depends on the context in
which an action take place�

Causal relationships ��� ��� ��� capture this dependence between an action
and an indirect e�ect� Each causal relationship consists of two parts� A causal
relationship has the form

� causes � if �

where � is an action� � is the indirect e�ect and � is the context� The context
is a �uent formula� Each causal relation must evaluated� after the execution of
the action �� if and only if the context is true� The binary relation I de�ne the
dependence that exists between context � and �uent ��

In the above example� there are four causal relationships


up�s�� causes light if up�s��

up�s�� causes light if up�s��

�up�s�� causes �light if �

�up�s�� causes �light if �

The majority of approaches for ensuring consistency of data or knowledge
base ignore the frame and rami�cation problem� A notable exception is the
work described by Plexousakis in ��� and by Plexousakis and Mylopoulos ���
where the problem is addressed in a temporal database context�

The rest of the paper is organized as follows
 in section �� we describe an
algorithm that discovers dependencies between �uents� In section �� we de�ne
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the rami�cation problem in temporal databases and in section � we present
prevalent previous work relevant to this problem� In section � � we propose
an extension to the situation calculus for addressing the rami�cation problem
in temporal databases� In section �� we deal with the rami�cation problem in
temporal databases when actions execute sequentially� We examine two cases�
namely the case of instantaneous actions and the case of actions with duration�
Finally� in section �� we address the rami�cation problem in temporal databases
when actions execute concurrently�

�� Fluent Dependencies

This section describe an algorithm that discovers dependencies between �u�
ents� Assume that we have two kinds of integrity constraints


�a� Gf � Kf

�b� Gf � Kf �

where Gf and Kf are �uent propositions� The di�erence between the two
kinds is that� for the second kind� when �Gf holds then �Kf also holds� whereas
this is not necessarily the case for the �rst� For the �rst kind of constraints�
for each f � Gf and f � � Kf we add the pair �f� f �� in I� Notice that
�f �� f� �� I �because Kf �� Gf �� For the second kind of constraints we make the
following hypothesis
 The change of the truth value of a �uent belonging to Gf

is expected to a�ect the truth values of some �uents belonging to Kf � while it
is not expected to a�ect the truth values of other �uents which belong to Gf �
We make the same hypothesis for the �uents of Kf � Now we can construct the
set I� For each pair of �uents f� f �� such that f � Gf and f � � Kf we add
�f� f �� and �f �� f� to I� Consider the circuit in �gure � �B�� The integrity
constraints specifying the behavior of this system are expressed as the following
formulae


�a� light � up�s�� � up�s��

�b� relay � �up�s�� � up�s��

�c� relay � �up�s��

By applying this procedure the set I is constructed as follows
 for constraint
�a� we conclude that �up�s��� light�� �up�s��� light�� �light��up�s�����light� �up�s���
must be added in I� From rule �b� we obtain �up�s��� relay�� �up�s��� relay��
�relay� �up�s�����relay� �up�s��� to be in I and from rule �c� we obtain �relay�
up�s��� � I�

Because of our hypothesis� �up�s��� light� � I� while �up�s��� up�s��� �� I�
Assume that the circuit is in the situation that is depicted in �gure � �B�� The
action toggle switch�s�� has as indirect e�ect to light the lamp and not to toggle
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Figure �
 A more complex circuit
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Figure �
 The Time�Situation�Actions Correspondence

the switch s�� We observe that it is not reasonable to include the �uent pairs
�light� �up�s�����light� �up�s���� �relay� �up�s�����relay� �up�s��� in I� The truth
values of �uents light and relay cannot change as the direct e�ect of an action�
so they cannot a�ect the truth values of other �uents� We must eliminate them
from set I� The algorithm is


�� For each f � Gf � f
� � Kf � where Gf � Kf is a speci�ed constraint add

the pair �f� f �� � I�

�� For each f � Gf � f
� � Kf � where Gf � Kf is a speci�ed constraint do

�a� If f can change its truth value as the direct e�ect of an action� then
add �f� f �� in I� If f � can change its truth value as direct e�ect of an
action then add �f �� f� in I�

In our example� the above change is right if and only if each of the �uents
light and relay appear in one only rule of the form Gf � Kf � For example�
consider the circuit in �gure �� The integrity constraints specifying the behavior
of this system are expressed as the following formulae
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�a� light � up�s�� � up�s���

�b� light � up�s�� � up�s���

�c� relay � �up�s�� � up�s���

�d� relay � �up�s��

Applying the procedure described above yields


��up�s��� light�� �up�s��� light�� �up�s��� light�� �up�s��� light��

�up�s��� relay�� �up�s��� relay�� �relay� up�s��� � I �

Assume that the circuit is in the situation depicted in �gure �� Then� after
the execution of action toggle switch�s��� because �up�s��� light� � I� the �uent
light changes from �light to light� Because �light� up�s���� �light� up�s��� �� I�
the �uents up�s��� up�s�� do not change� This means that the circuit will be in
situation �up�s��� up�s��� up�s��� up�s����up�s����relay� light� which violates
the rule �a�� Assume now that the integrity constraints specifying the behavior
of this system are expressed as the following formulae


�a� light � �up�s�� � up�s��� � �up�s�� � up�s���

�b� relay � �up�s�� � up�s���

�c� relay � �up�s��

In the above speci�cation of constraints� the �uent light is only in one con�
straint of type Gf � Kf and the modi�ed algorithm behaves correctly� As we
observe in the circuit of the �gure �� consists from two smaller circuits� The
�rst consists from the switches s�� s� and the lamp� while the second from the
switches s�� s� and the lamp� The reasonable is the lamp light when on of the
two circuit is closed� This ensuring by the second set of integrity constraints�
The �rst set of integrity constraints ensuring that when one circuit is closed
then must closed and the second� This is not reasonable�

�� Temporal Databases and Rami�cations

Most solutions of the rami�cation problem in conventional databases are
based on the situation calculus� In temporal databases we need to incorporate
time in the situation calculus� Some works have suggested some ways for in�
corporate time in the situation calculus by drawing a correspondence between
situation calculus and a linear time line ��� �� ��� ��� ��� This correspondence is
de�ned between real situations and time� This is not absolutely correct because
the situation calculus supports parallel histories of situations� The above weak�
ness can be overcome by de�ning a correspondence between a branching time
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structure and situations� The branching time structure creates many parallel
histories of situations� As we show in the sequel� we extend this approach for
addressing the rami�cation problem in temporal databases� We describe the
problem in this context with an example�

Assume that when a driver p drinks alcohol then s�he is considered drunk for
the next �ve hours� In this time span other actions may occur leading to many
di�erent situations� In all these situations the �uent drunk�p� must be true�
After �ve hours the �uent drunk�p� must become false and� thus� the database
must change into a new situation without any action taking place� The action
drive�p� cannot be executed if drunk�p� holds� The constraints which describe
that are


occur�drink alcohol�p�� t� � drunk�p� t�� � �t� � t � �h�

drunk�p� t� � �drive�p� t� �

In a temporal database� we need to describe the direct and indirect e�ects of
an action not only in the next situation but possible for many future situations�
In the above example the action drink has the indirect e�ect that the driver can
not drive during the following four hours� In these four hours� a number of other
action may execute leading to many di�erent situations� In all these situations
the action �drink alcohol� has the indirect e�ect �drive� Also �ve hours after
the execution of the action drink alcohol the situation changes without the
occurrence of an action �because the person is no longer drunk�� This means
that the transition from one situation to the next could happen without an
action taking place� This means that �uents cannot be assumed to persist until
an action changes their truth value�

The causal relationships cannot solve the rami�cation problem in tempo�
ral databases because they determine the direct and indirect e�ects only for
the next situation� The same weakness characterizes all other solutions of the
rami�cation problem in conventional databases�

The above weakness can be alleviated by constructing a correspondence
between situations and actions with time� Some proposal for that has been
done by Fusuaoka ��� Pinto and Reiter ���� We adopt the correspondence that
appears in �gure � ���� There are three parallel axes
 the �rst is the situations
axis� the second is the time axis and the third is the actions axis� For now� we
assume that all actions are instantaneous�

We assume a discrete model of time in which each timestamp speci�es a point
in time or moment� Each action occurs at a speci�c time point� When an action
a� occurs at time point t� in a situation S�� a new situation S� � do�a�� S��
results� Hence� at each time moment� we must determine the truth value of
�uents� In section �� we provide a solution to the rami�cation problem in
temporal databases for sequentially executing actions �instantaneous or with
duration��
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�� Previous Work

The most prevalent previous works are those by Reiter ���� Reiter and
Pinto ��� ��� and by Kakas �� ��� Reiter has suggested an extension of the
situation calculus in order to encapsulate time and axioms which ensure that in
each legal situation all natural actions have been executed� A natural action is
an action which executes in a predetermined time moment except if some other
action has changed the time of execution� Reiter has extended the fundamental
axioms of the situation calculus in order to determine which �uent is true at each
time moment� The problem addressed is the frame� rather than the rami�cation
problem� However the work of Reiter sets the basis for encapsulating time in the
situation calculus� In this paper� we propose a further extension of the situation
calculus based on Reiter	s proposal� Kakas �� �� proposed the language E which
contains a set � of �uents� a set of actions� and a partially ordered set of time
points� E employs the following axiom schemas for the description of the world
�assume L and F are �uents� T is a time point� A is an action and C is a set of
�uents��

L holds at T

A happens at T

A initiates F when C�

A terminates F when C�

L whenever C

A needs C �

As we may observe� the third and fourth axioms are dynamic because they
evaluate when an action executes� while the last two are static because they
evaluate at each time moment�

In the example with the circuit we have the following dynamic axioms


toggle switch�s�� initiates up�s�� when �up�s��

toggle switch�s�� initiates �up�s�� when up�s��

toggle switch�s�� terminates up�s�� when up�s��

toggle switch�s�� terminates �up�s�� when �up�s��

toggle switch�s�� initiates up�s�� when �up�s��

toggle switch�s�� initiates �up�s�� when up�s��

toggle switch�s�� terminates up�s�� when up�s��

toggle switch�s�� terminates �up�s�� when �up�s��

�The problem of determining which predicates and functions are not a�ected when an action
is executed is the frame problem �����
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Also we have the following static rules

light whenever up�s�� � up�s��

�light whenever �up�s�� � up�s��

Assume that the initial situation of circuit at time � is

S� � fup�s����up�s����lightg

At this time we have that

up�s�� holds at �

�up�s�� holds at �

�light holds at �

Assume the following execution of actionas


toggle switch�s�� happens at �

toggle switch�s�� happens at �

The language E is based in the idea of persistence� This mean that no �uent
changes its true value until some action causes this change� In our example� the
situation does not change until the time point �� At time point � the following
axioms will be evaluated

toggle switch�s�� initiates up�s�� when �up�s��

toggle switch�s�� terminates �up�s�� when �up�s��

Now the new situation is

S�

� � fup�s��� up�s����lightg

Now the following static rule is evaluated

light whenever up�s�� � up�s��

The new situation now is

S� � fup�s��� up�s��� lightg
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The �uents which hold are

up�s�� holds at �

up�s�� holds at �

light holds at �

The situation does not change until time point �� Then the situation changes
again�

In E� one cannot declare e�ects that persist over a time span as in the
aforementioned example where� if someone drinks then s�he is drunk for the
subsequent �ve hours� In order to achieve this� it is necessary for an action to
occur after �ve hours� This means that the users must explicitly determine all
the indirect and direct e�ects� Also� E cannot represent delayed e�ects� as e�g�� if
someone drinks alcohol then s�he becomes drunk half an hour later and remains
drunk for the next �ve hours� We consider these assumptions rather strong and
examine the problem in a strictly more general setting� The languages E works
satisfactorily only when the world which described is based on the persistence
of �uents �like the circuit��

Related also is the language VHDL integrated circuit design used for sym�
bolic temporal behavior� This language is based on the assumption that �uents
persist until their truth value is changed� This mean that in the case of driver
we must describe the direct and indirect e�ects as follows


if �occur�drink�p�� t� then

drunk�p�

wait for � month

��drunk�p� �

As we observe from this description� the user must determine explicitly all
direct and indirect e�ects� Also� the description becomes more di�cult if an
action can change the e�ects of another action� In the above example� assume
that there is an action drink glycose which has as direct e�ect �drunk� In
that case� we need to describe an interrupt in order to ensured the e�ects of the
second action� The language VHDL� as E� works satisfactory only when the
world which described is based in the persistence of �uents�

�� Extended Situation Calculus

We extend the temporal situation calculus as follows


	 We de�ne functions start�a� and end�a�� where a is an action� The former
function returns the time moment at which the action a starts while the
latter returns the time moment at which it �nishes�
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	 We de�ne functions start�S� and end�S� for situations� They return the
time moments at which situation S begins and ends respectively�

	 We de�ne the functional �uent f��a� as current moment 
 start�a�� i�e��
the duration of execution of action a until the present moment�

	 Time is discrete and isomorphic to the set of natural numbers�

	 Each �uent f is represented as f�t��� which means that the �uent f is true
in the time interval current moment� current moment�t��� �f�t�� means
that the �uent f is false in the time interval current moment�current moment�
t��� As time progresses� the value of t� is decreased by one time unit�

	 Actions are ordered as follows


For instantaneous actions

a� � a� � ���� � an � when

start�a�� � start�a�� � ����� � start�an�

Also� for instantaneous actions� start�a� � end�a� holds� In this case� two
actions a�� a� will be executed concurrently when start�a�� � start�a��
holds�

For actions with duration� a� � a� when end�a�� � start�a��� Two ac�
tions a�� a� will be executed concurrently when start�a�� � start�a�� �
end�a�� � end�a�� holds�

We assume that all actions which execute at the same time moment will
be executed concurrently�

	 We de�ne the function do as do 
 actionn � situation 
 situation�
do�fa�� a�� ��� ang� S� � S� means that the actions a�� a�� ��� an execute con�
currently in the situation S and the result is the situation S��

	 For two situations S�� S�� S� � S�� when end�S�� � start�S��� It is not
necessarily the case that S� � do�fai�� ai�� ���g� ������ do�faj�� ���g� S�������

	 We extend predicate poss�a� S� as follows

poss�fa�� a�� ���ang� S� �

V
i�������n poss�ai� S�� This means that the ac�

tions fa�� a�� ���ang can execute concurrently if and only if the precondi�
tions of each action are true�

	 We de�ne as a legal �consistent� situation� a situation in which all integrity
constraints are satis�ed�

���� Fundamental Axioms
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We use the axioms which have been de�ned by Reiter ���

S� �� do�fa�� ���� ang� S� ���

do�fa�� ���� ang� S� � do�fa
�

�� ���� a
�

ng� S
�

� �

fa�� ���� ang � fa
�

�
� ���� a

�

ng � S � S
�

���

start�a�t�� � t ��� �

Reiter has also de�ned one other axiom� namely

��P ��P �S�� � ��fa�� ���� ang� S� P �S� � P �do�fa�� ���� ang� S�� � ��S�P �S� �

This is an inductive axiom which means that each situation is the result of
the execution of a sequence of actions� Thus� if the initial situation is known
we can determine which �uent is true in each situation� This axiom does not
hold in our case because the transition from one situation to the next does not
necessarily happen after the execution of an action� In order for the above axiom
to hold� we de�ne a natural action af for each �uent f � The only direct e�ect of
the action af is that the �uent f becomes false � f��� ��� This means that when
an action a has as e�ect f���� the action af will execute �� time moments later�
Natural actions do not a�ect the world being modeled� They are employed to
ensure that the transition from one situation to the next is the result of the
execution some action �natural or not�� The transition from one situation to
the next happens when the truth value of at least one �uent changes� By the
inclusion of natural actions no �uent can change its truth value without some
action taking place�

�� Sequential execution

In this section we present a solution for the rami�cation problem in temporal
databases� when the actions execute sequentially� This solution extends the
solution which has been proposed by McCain and Turner ����

Each action A is represented as A�t� which mean that the action A executed
at time t� Each �uent f represented as f�t��� which mean that the �uent f is true
in the time interval curent moment� current moment � t��� �f�t�� mean that
the �uent f is false in the time interval curent moment� current moment� t���
As time progresses� the value of t� is decreased by one time unit�

For each action A we de�ne one axiom

A �
�

Li�t
�� �

�This mean that the �uent f is true for the 	 next time points� Thus is false
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where Li�t
�� is fi�t

�� or �fi�t
��� The above axioms describe the direct e�ects

of an action� For each �uent f we de�ne two axioms

G�t� t�� � f�t��

B�t� t�� � �f�t�� �

where G�t� t�� is a formula which when true �at time point t� causes �uent
f to become true at the next t� time moments �respectively for B�t� t���� These
axioms encapsulate the indirect e�ects of an action� The former of axioms are
dynamic because they are evaluated after the execution of an action� while the
latter are static because evaluated every time point� at which the �uent is false�

We need O�A� � � F � axioms� where A is the number of actions and F the
number of �uents� Additional may be necessary to de�ne one default axioms
for each pair �f��f�� The default axiom has one of the following forms
 f��� �
�f��� � f�t� or f��� � �f��� � �f�t�� The default axioms evaluated when
f��� � �f��� holds �� It is not necessary to de�ne default axiom for each pair
�f��f�� if there is no case to hold �f��� � �f�����

Consider the following example
 if a public employee commits a misde�
meanor� then for the next �ve months s�he is considered illegal� except if s�he
receive a pardon� When a public employee is illegal� then s�he must be sus�
pended and cannot take promotion for the entire time interval over which s�he
is considered illegal� Also when a public employee is suspended cannot take
his�her salary until stop to be suspended� Each public employee is evaluated
for his�her work� If s�he receive a bad grade� then s�he is assumed to be a
bad employee and s�he cannot take promotion until s�he receive good grade�
If s�he receive a good grade� then s�he is assumed to be a good employee and
s�he a take bonus if s�he not suspended� Also assume that a public worker
is not illegal if there does not exist information that proves s�he is illegal� is
not suspended if there does not exist information that proves s�he is suspended
and takes his�her salary if there does not exist information that proves the
opposite� This helps us de�ne the default axioms� As we observe we have
four actions misdemeanor� take pardon� good grade� bad grade and seven �u�
ents good employee� bad employee� illegal� take salary� take bonus� take promotion�
suspended� The direct e�ect of the four actions are expressed in propositional
form by the following constraints�


occur�misdemeanor�p�� t� � illegal�p� �m� ���

occur�take pardon�p�� t� � �illegal�p��� ���

�In that case mean that the �uent f and its negation are false� The default axioms determine
which of two �uent f or �f assumed true in that case
�Quanti
ers are committed in the expression of these propositions� They are considered to be
implicitly universally quanti
ed over their temporal and non�temporal arguments�
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occur�bad grade�p�� t� � �good employee�p��� ���

occur�good grade�p�� t� � good employee�p��� ��� �

where t is a temporal variable and the predicate occur�misdemeanor�p�� t�
denotes that the action misdemeanor�p� is executed at time t� Also we have
the following integrity constraints which describe the indirect e�ects of the four
actions�

illegal�p� t�� � suspended�p� t�� ���

illegal�p� t�� � �take promotion�p� t�� ���

suspended�p� t�� � �take salary�p� t�� ���

�good employee�p� t�� � �take promotion�p� t�� ���

�suspended�p� t�� � good employee�p� t�� � take bonus�p�min�t�� t�� ���

�good employee�p� t�� � �take bonus�p� t�� ����

�suspended�p� t�� � take salary�p� t�� ���� �

In a temporal database we need to describe the direct and indirect e�ects
of an action not only in the immediately resulting next situation but pos�
sibly for many future situations as well� In the above example� the action
misdemeanor�p� has the indirect e�ect that the public worker is in suspension
in the next �ve months� In these �ve months the action good grade may occur
but even if that happens the employee cannot take promotion� This means that
the world changes situations while the direct and indirect e�ects of some action
still hold� In the above example the dynamic axioms are the ��� � ��� while the
static axioms are

illegal�p� t�� � suspended�p� t��

illegal�p� t�� ��good employee�p� t�� � �take promotion�p�max�t�� t��

suspended�p� t�� � �take salary�p� t��

�suspended�p� t�� � good employee�p� t�� � take bonus�p�min�t�� t���

�good employee�p� t�� � �take bonus�p� t��

�suspended�p� t�� � take salary�p� t�� �

We have following default axioms

illegal�p� �� � �illegal�p� �� � illegal�p���

take salary�p� �� � �take salary�p� �� � take salary�p���

suspended�p� �� � �suspended�p� �� � suspended�p��� �

���� Algorithms for the production of static rules

��



The static rules encapsulate the indirect e�ects of the execution each action�
The indirect e�ect exist because of the presence integrity constraints� It is
reasonable to produce the static rules from the integrity constraint� Static rules
are produces as follow


�� Transform each integrity constraint in its CNF form� Now each integrity
constraint has the form C��C��C��������Cn� where each Ci is a disjoinet�

�� For each i from � to n do

�a� assume Ci � f� � ����� fm
For each j from � to m do
For each k from � to m� and k �� j� do
if �fj � fk� � I then
R � R � ��fj causes fk if

V
�fl�� l � �� ��m� l �� j� k�

�� For each �uent Fk the rules have the following form

�
Fi causes Fk if �

�
F �

i causes �Fk if �� �

We change the static rules from the form


G � Fk

K � �Fk

to

G� � Fk

K� � �Fk

where

G� � G � �
�

Fi ���

K� � K � �
�

F �

i ���� �

�� For each rule Gp � fp� we replace each �uent f with f�t�� as we have
de�ned above� The static rule has the form Gp�t� � fp����

The proposition Gfp�t� could contain information which permit us to under�
stand that the �uent fp is true for a time interval greater than one time unit�
We change the static rules in order to encapsulate the above observation� The
rules change from Gfp�t� � fp��� to Gfp�t� t

�� � fp�t��� where Gfp�t� t
�� means

that� if Gfp is true at time moment t� then the �uent fp is true for the next t�

time units
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�� For each static rule G�t� � f do

�a� let G � G� � �����Gn

�b� For each j from � to n do

	 let Gi � f��t�� � ����� fn�tn�

	 let t � min�t�� ���� tn�

	 replace Gi with Gi�t�

�c� t� � max�ti 
 Gi is true�

�d� replace G�t� with G�t� t��

Notice that the �rst four step are static and execute one time at the start�
The �ve step is executed dynamicaly at each time point at which the static rule
must be executed� This happened because the formulaGfp �t� t

�� can be true for
di�erent value of t and t��

Now we show how the algorithm works in the above example� First� we must
construct the set I using the algorithm which has been proposed in section ��
All the integrity constraints�IC� have the form A � B� We have that

�illegal� suspended� � I �from IC ��

�illegal��take promotion� � I �from IC ��

�suspended��take salary� � I �from IC ��

��good employee��take promotion� � I �from IC ��

��suspended��take bonus� � I �from IC ��

�good employee��take bonus� � I �from IC ��

��good employee� take salary� � I �from IC ���

��suspended� take salary� � I �from IC ���

The transformation of integrity constraints in CNF form yields


illegal�p� t�� � �suspended�p� t�� ���

illegal�p� t�� � take promotion�p� t�� ���

suspended�p� t�� � takesalary�p� t�� ���

�good employee�p� t�� � take promotion�p� t�� ���

�suspended�p� t�� � good employee�p� t�� � �take bonus�p� t�� ���

�good employee�p� t�� � take bonus�p� t�� ����

�suspended�p� t�� � take salary�p� t�� ����

This is step � of the algorithm� In the step � we have
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R � fillegal�p� causes suspended�p� if T�

illegal�p� causes �take promotion�p� if T�

suspended�p� causes �take salary�p� if T�

�good employee�p� causes �take promotion�p� if T�

good employee�p� causes take bonus�p� if �suspended�p��

�suspended�p� causes take bonus�p� if good employee�p��

�good employee�p� causes �take bonus�p� if T�

�suspended�p� causes take salary�p� if Tg �

In the step � we estimate all causal relationships� In the step � we have that

R � fillegal�p� � suspended�p��

illegal�p� ��good employee�p� � �take promotion�p��

suspended�p� � �take salary�p��

�suspended�p� � good employee�p� � take bonus�p��

�good employee�p� � take bonus�p��

�suspended�p� � take salary�p�g

In step � we construct for each �uent the �uents formula which makes the
�uent true� Notice that perhaps there are many causal relationships which
a�ect the same �uents� We integrate these causal relationship in this step� For
example see the second and fourth causal relationships from step �� In step �

R � fillegal�p� t�� � suspended�p� ���

illegal�p� t�� � �good employee�p� t�� � �take promotion�p� ����

suspended�p� � �take salary�p� ���

�suspended�p� t�� � good employee�p� t�� � take bonus�p� ���

�good employee�p� t�� � �take bonus�p� ���

�suspended�p� t�� � take salary�p� ��g

Finally in step � �which must executed at each time point at which the static
rules evaluate� we have the following four static rules


R � fillegal�p� t�� � suspended�p� t���

illegal�p� t�� � �good employee�p� t�� � �take promotion�p�max�t�� t���

suspended�p� � �take salary�p� t���
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�suspended�p� t�� � good employee�p� t�� � take bonus�p�min�t�� t����

�good employee�p� t�� � �take bonus�p� t���

�suspended�p� t�� � take salary�p� t��g

In step �� for each static rule� we �nd the maximum time that its body
is true� For example in the second rule� the body is true when illegal�t�� �
good employee�t�� is true� This mean that we take the maximum of times t�� t�
for which good employee is true� For the fourth rule� the body is true when
�suspended�t��� good employee�t�� is true� This means that we must take the
minimum of times t�� t��

���� Algorithms for the evaluation of Dynamical and Static rules

In this section we presented an algorithm for the evaluation of rules

�� After the execution one action evaluate the dynamic rule which reference
at this action�

�� Each time moment do

�a� Evaluate the default axioms

�b� Repeat until no change occurs�

i� Evaluate all static rules�

ii� If a �uent f�t� becomes true after an evaluation of a static rule�
then set �f���� �the negation is false��

Consider the above example with the public worker� We have four dynamic
rules ����� as we have described in the previous section� Also we have produced
the six static rules

illegal�p� t�� � suspended�p� t���

illegal�p� t�� � �good employee�p� t�� � �take promotion�p�max�t�� t����

suspended�p� t�� � �take salary�p� t���

�suspended�p� t�� � good employee�p� t�� � take bonus�p�min�t�� t���

�good employee�p� t�� � �take bonus�p� t���

�suspended�p� t�� � take salary�p� t���

Assume now that we have a public worker p and the initial situation is

S� � f�take bonus�p���� take salary�p�����take promotion�p����

�suspended�p�����good employee�p�����illegal�p���g �

Time start at � and time has the granularity of month� Assume that the
following actions occur at the following time points
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occur�good grade�p�� ��

occur�misdemeanor�p�� ��

occur�bad grade�p�� ��

occur�good grade�p�� ��

occur�misdemeanor�p�� ���

occur�take pardon�p�� ��� �

At time point � the action good grade�p� executes� From the algorithm for
the evaluation dynamic and static rules� after the evaluation of dynamic rule
��� we have the situation

S�

� � f�take bonus�p���� take salary�p���� �take promotion�p����

�suspended�p���� good employee�p�����illegal�p���g �

As we observe the following static rule

�suspended�p��� � good employee�p� t�� � take bonus�p��� �

will be evaluated� After the evaluation of static rule we have the situation

S� � ftake bonus�p���� take salary�p���� �take promotion�p����

�suspended�p���� good employee�p�����illegal�p���g �

This situation does not change until time point �� when the second action
�misdemeanor�p�� take place� From the algorithm for the evaluation of dynamic
and static rules� after the evaluation of dynamic rule ��� we have the situation

S�

� � ftake bonus�p���� take salary�p���� �take promotion�p����

�suspended�p���� good employee�p���� illegal�p� ��g �

As we observe the following static rules will be evaluated

illegal�p� �� � suspended�p� ��

suspended�p� �� � �take salary�p� ��

After the evaluation of static rules we have the situation

S� � ftake bonus�p�����take salary�p� ��� �take promotion�p����

suspended�p� ��� good employee�p���� illegal�p� ��g �
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This situation does not change until the time point �� when the third action
�bad grade�p�� executes� From the algorithm for the evaluation of dynamic and
static rules� after the evaluation of dynamic rule ��� we have the situation

S�

�
� ftake bonus�p�����take salary�p� ��� �take promotion�p����

suspended�p� ����good employee�p���� illegal�p� ��g �

The following static rule

�good employee�p��� � �take bonus�p���

will be evaluated� after the evaluation of static rule we have the situation

S� � f�take bonus�p�����take salary�p� ��� �take promotion�p����

suspended�p� ����good employee�p���� illegal�p� ��g �

This situation does not change until the time point �� when the fourth action
�good grade� take place� From the algorithm for the evaluation of dynamic and
static rules after the evaluation of dynamic rule ��� we have the situation

S�

�
� f�take bonus�p�����take salary�p� ��� �take promotion�p����

suspended�p� ��� good employee�p���� illegal�p� ��g �

None static rule executed� Thus the situation does not change� At time point
� does not executed any action but the situation change because take salary�p� ���
take salary�p� �� � suspend�p� ����suspend�p� �� and illegal�p� ����illegal�p� ��
holds� Thus the following default axioms are evaluated

�suspended�p� �� � suspended�p� �� � �suspended�p���

�take salary�p� �� � take salary�p� �� � take salary�p���

illegal�p� �� � �illegal�p� �� � �illegal�p���

The new situation is

S�

� � f�take bonus�p���� take salary�p���� �take promotion�p����

�suspended�p���� good employee�p�����illegal�p���g �

Now the static rule
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�suspended�p��� � good employee�p��� � take bonus�p��� �

will be evaluated� After the evaluation of the static rule the situation is

S� � ftake bonus�p���� take salary�p���� �take promotion�p����

�suspended�p���� good employee�p�����illegal�p���g �

At time point �� the action misdemeanor�p� executes� thus the situation
changes in

S�

� � ftake bonus�p���� take salary�p���� �take promotion�p����

�suspended�p���� good employee�p���� illegal�p� ��g �

Now the following static rules

illegal�p� �� � suspended�p� ��

suspended�p� �� � �take salary�p� ��

will be evaluated� After the evaluation of static rules the situation is

S� � ftake bonus�p�����take salary�p� ��� �take promotion�p����

suspended�p� ��� good employee�p�����illegal�p� ��g �

The last action �take pardon� occur at time point ��� The new situation is

S�

	
� ftake bonus�p�����take salary�p� ��� �take promotion�p����

suspended�p� ��� good employee�p�����illegal�p���g �

Finally the situation changes again at time point ��� because �suspended�p� ��
�suspended�p� �� and �take salary�p� ���take salary�p� �� and holds� Thus the
following default axioms are evaluated

�suspended�p� ��� suspended�p� �� � �suspended�p���

�take salary�p� �� � take salary�p� �� � take salary�p���

Now the new situation is
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S
 � ftake bonus�p���� take salary�p���� �take promotion�p����

�suspended�p���� good employee�p�����illegal�p���g �

This is the end of execution�
As we observe from the set R� for each pair �f��f� it holds that Gf �Kf �

FALSE� when Gf � f� Kf � �f � More speci�cally the set of static rules is

R � fillegal�p� t�� � suspended�p� t���

illegal�p� t�� ��good employee�p� t�� � �take promotion�p�max�t�� t��

suspended�p� t�� � �take salary�p� t���

�suspended�p� t�� � good employee�p� t�� � take bonus�p�min�t�� t����

�good employee�p� t�� � �take bonus�p� t���

�suspended�p� t�� � take salary�p� t���

good employee�p� t�� � take promotion�p� t���

False � �suspended�p� t���

False � take promotion�p� t���

False � illegal�p� t���

False � �illegal�p� t��� g

As we observe� for the �uents that there is not static rule we add the rule
false � f � because the cannot become true by the static rule but only by the
dynamic rules �this mean that the truth value change only as direct e�ect of
some action�� Now we have

��suspended�p� t�� � good employee�p� t��� ��good employee�p� t��

for �take bonus��take bonus�

suspended�p� t�� � �suspended�p� t��

for �take salary�p� t����take salary�p� t���

illegal�p� t�� � False for �suspended�p� t����suspended�p� t���

illegal�p� � �good employee�p� � False

for ��take promotion�p�� take promotion�p�

False �False for �illegal�p���illegal�p��

This assumption Gf �Kf � FALSE is very important in order to ensure
that� always� after the execution of action there is a consistent situation� Now
we show with an example that if this assumption does not holds there is no
consistent situation after some sequence of some actions execution�
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Consider the above example with the public worker and assume that there
is another integrity constraints specifying that when a public worker is good
employee then s�he take promotion� Now the set of static rules is

R � fillegal�p� t�� � suspended�p� t���

illegal�p� t�� ��good employee�p� t�� � �take promotion�p�max�t�� t��

suspended�p� t�� � �take salary�p� t���

�suspended�p� t�� � good employee�p� t�� � take bonus�p�min�t�� t����

�good employee�p� t�� � �take bonus�p� t���

�suspended�p� t�� � take salary�p� t���

good employee�p� t�� � take promotion�p� t��g

As we observe for the pair �take promotion�p���take promotion�p� the above
assumption does not hold� because

good employee�p� t�� � �illegal�p� t�� ��good employee�p� t���

can be true when good employee�p� � illegal�p� holds�
Assume now that we have a public worker p and the initial situation is

S� � f�take bonus�p���� take salary�p�����take promotion�p����

�suspended�p�����good employee�p�����illegal�p���g �

Assume that the following actions occur at the following time points� assum�
ing time starts at � and time granularity is that of months�

occur�misdemeanor�p�� ��

occur�good grade�p�� �� �

At time point � after the execution of the action misdemeanor�p� we have
the situation

S�

�
� f�take bonus�p���� take salary�p�����take promotion�p����

�suspended�p�����good employee�p���� illegal�p���� g

After the evaluation of the static rules we have

S� � f�take bonus�p���� �take salary�p�����take promotion�p����

suspended�p�����good employee�p���� illegal�p���� g
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At time point �� after the execution of the action good grade�p� we have the
situation

S�

�
� f�take bonus�p���� �take salary�p�����take promotion�p����

suspend�p���� good employee�p���� illegal�p���� g

Now the static rule good employee�p��� � take promotion�p��� must be
evaluated and after that take promotion�p��� must hold� But if take promotion�p���
holds then we must examine if the static rule illegal�p�����good employee�p� t�� �
�take promotion�p��� must be evaluated� We observe that we must evaluated
this static rule� As we observe that the two above static rules will be evaluated
one after the other for ever �in�nitive�� This mean that there is no consistent
situation� This happened because there is a mistake in the integrity constraints�
which has as result the above assumption does not holds�

The algorithm can run without the above assumption but we must determine
the preconditions of each action in order to avoid the above problem�

The following theorem establishs the termination of the algorithm�

Theorem � Each time unit� the algorithms terminated at �nite number of

step�

Proof	 Assume that at time unit t the algorithm does not terminate� Then�
there must be an in�nite loop� Assume that S�t is the initial situation at time
t� Then� there is a non terminating sequence S�t � S

�
t � ������S

k
t � ����� If F is the

number of �uents then there are �F di�erent situations� This means that in the
above sequence� there are two identical situations because of the in�nite loop�
Without loss of generality we assume Sl

t � Sk
t � In the sequence Sl

t� ����� S
k
t there

is at least one �uent f which changes from f to �f and eventually becomes f
again� Assume that f � is one such �uent�

Assume that

G�t� t�� � f ��t��

B�t� t��� � �f ��t���

Assume that �rst f � holds� Then we must evaluate the rule B�t� t��� � �f �

and after the G�t� t�� � f �� This means that at time t the proposition G�B must
be true� But the conditions G and B are mutually exclusive� A contradiction�
�

The following theorem establishes that we always end up with a consistent
situation�

Theorem � The above algorithm return always a legal situation�

Proof	 In order to be correct the algorithm must always terminated in a con�
sistent situation� This means that all integrity constraints must be satis�ed at
this situation�
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Assume that integrity constraint Lawj is not satis�ed in one situation�
Assume that the CNF of this law is C� � ���� � Cn� Then it must be the
case that one of the C�� ����� Cn is false� Assume that Ci � f� � ���� � fm is
false� Then all �uents fj� j � �� ��m are false� Assume that fk and fp are
two of these for which �fk� fp� � I� Then for fp it must be the case that

Gp�t� � G� � ��

V
fj�tj � j � �� ��m� j �� p�� If all �uents fj � j � �� ��m are false

then ��
V
fj � j � �� ��m� j �� p� is true� Thus Gp�t� is true� This means that

the static rule Gp�t� � fp��� must be evaluated and thus� the fp is true� A
contradiction�

The above proof is independent of the set I� Thus� the algorithm can capture
all the indirect e�ects of the actions and constraints�
�

���� The rami�cation problem when the direct and indirect e�ects of

an action refer only to future situations

The rami�cation problem becomes more complex when the direct and indi�
rect e�ects of an action do not hold for the next time moment but after some
time moments� For example� assume that in the above example the action
good grade has as direct e�ect to characterize the public worker as good em�
ployee after two months �respectively for the action bad grade�� In that case
the above representation of �uents cannot encapsulate the direct and indirect
e�ects of the actions good grade� bad grade�

We change the representation of �uents as follows
 each �uent F is repre�
sented as F �L�� where L � t� t��� ���� is a list� Each member of the list is a
time interval t� t��� which means that the �uent is true at time interval t� t���
At each time moment t

��

we reduce for the list the time intervals which refer
in the past�t

��

� t��� Now the rules �dynamic and static� change in order to
encapsulate the above change�

The static rules are produced from the same algorithm as previous except
from step �ve which change as follows
 At each time moment it which it is
necessary to evaluate a static rule� before the evaluation of the rule execute the
following algorithm

�� At time moment t� for the static rule G�t� t�� � f do

�a� let G � G� � �����Gn

�b� For each j from � to n do

	 let Gi � f������� ����� fn�����

i� for each �uent fi�L� take the �rst element t
�

� t
��

� of the list
L�

ii� if t
�

� t then G is false and terminated�

iii� else ti � t
��


 t�

��



	 let tmin � min�t�� ���� tn�

	 replace Gi with Gi�t� t� tmin�

When a static rule G�t� t
�

� � f�L� evaluates the element t� t
�

� is added in
the list L and is removed from the L�� where �f�L�� �� The algorithm for adding
an element t� t

�

� add in the list L and removing it from L� is


�� Assume f�L�� L is the list at which we add the element t� t
�

��

�� if there is an element ti�� ti�� for which ti� � t � ti� � t
�

hold then remove
it and add ti�� t

�

��

�� if there is an element ti�� ti�� for which t � ti� � t
�

� ti� hold then remove
it and add t� ti��

�� else add t� t
�

��

�� Assume �f�L��� L� is the list from which we remove the element t� t
�

��

�� if there is an element ti�� ti�� for which t � ti� � ti� � t
�

hold then remove
it�

�� if there is an element ti�� ti�� for which ti� � t � t
�

� ti� then remove it
and add ti�� t� and t

�

� ti���

�� if there is an element ti�� ti�� for which t � ti� � t
�

� ti� then remove it
and add t

�

� ti���

�� if there is an element ti�� ti�� for which ti� � t � ti� � t
�

then remove it
and add ti�� t��

The above algorithm can be used for the evaluation of dynamic rules� too�
The algorithm for evaluating the dynamic and static rules does not change�
except that now there is no need to evaluate the default axioms� Notice that
the algorithm which estimates the indirect e�ects of an action� does that at the
time that they start to hold� This means that if some action has direct e�ects
which refer only in the future� the indirect e�ects are not estimated at the time
of action execution but at the time that the direct e�ects start to hold� This
have the advandange that if in the interval time �between the execution of the
action and the time point at which the e�ects start to hold� occur some action
which cancel the direct e�ects of the �rst action it is not necessary to estimate
the indirect e�ects twice�

Theorem � The algorithm for evaluating the dynamic and static rules re�

turn a legal situation when the direct and indirect e�ects refer only to future

situation�

�The list L� is the list� which contains the time intervals� in which the �uent �f is true
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Proof	 The proof is similar with the proof of the theorem �� The proof is
similar because the algorithm which estimate the indirect e�ects of an action�
does that at the time that they start to hold�

�

Consider the example with the public worker but with the new assumptions
�which we do at the begin of the section� for the actions good grade� bad grade�
Assume that the direct e�ect of the actions misdemeanor� take pardon hold for
the current moment of the execution of actions� Now the dynamic rules are


occur�misdemeanor�p�� t� � illegal�p� t� t� �m�� ����

occur�take pardon�p�� t� � �illegal�p� t���� ����

occur�bad grade�p�� t� � �good employee�p� t � ����� ����

occur�good grade�p�� t� � good employee�p� t � ����� ���� �

Now assume that the initial situation is


S� � f�take bonus�p� ������� take salary�p� �������

�take promotion�p� ������� �suspended�p� �������

�good employee�p� ��������illegal�p� ������g �

Assume that the following actions occur at the following time points� assum�
inig time starts at � and time granularity is that of months�

occur�good grade�p�� ��

occur�misdemeanor�p�� ��

occur�bad grade�p�� �� �

At time point � the �rst action will be executed� After the execution the
new situation is

S� � f�take bonus�p� ������� take salary�p� �������

�take promotion�p� ������� �suspended�p� �������

�good employee�p� �� ����� good employee�p� ������� �illegal�p� ������g �

As we observe at time point � no static rule will evaluate �while in the
previous section example executed� because the e�ects of action good grade�p�
will holds two time points latter�

At time point � the second action will be executed and the e�ects of the �rst
action start to hold� Now the new situation is
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S�

�
� f�take bonus�p� ������� take salary�p� �������

�take promotion�p� ������� �suspended�p� �������

good employee�p� ������� illegal�p� �� ����� �illegal�p� ������g �

As we observe the �good employee�p� �� ���� does not hold at time point �
and thus we remove it� � The following static rules will be evaluated

illegal�p� �� ��� � suspended�p� �� ���

suspended�p� �� ��� � �take salary�p� �� ���

After the evaluation of the static rules we have the situation

S� � f�take bonus�p� ��������take salary�p� �� �����

take salary�p� ������� �take promotion�p� �������

suspended�p� �� ����� �suspended�p� �������

good employee�p� ������� illegal�p� �� ����� �illegal�p� ������g �

As we observe the �uents suspended�p� �� ����� �suspended�p� ������ and
�take salary�p� �� ����� take salary�p� ������ and illegal�p� �� ������illegal�p�
������ encapsulate the default axioms�

At time point � the third action will be executed� After the execution the
new situation is

S� � f�take bonus�p� ��������take salary�p� �� �����

take salary�p� ������� �take promotion�p� �������

suspended�p� �� ������suspended�p� �������

good employee�p� �� ������ �good employee�p� ��������

illegal�p� �� ����� �illegal�p� ������g �

At time point � no action takes place but the situation changes� because the
�uent illegal�p� �� ����� suspended�p� �� ���� and �takesalary�p� �� ���� cease
to hold�

S�

� � f�take bonus�p� ������� take salary�p� �������

�take promotion�p� ������� �suspended�p� �������

good employee�p� �� ������ �good employee�p� �������� �illegal�p� ������g �

�We observe with this representation of �uents we can capture the meaning of default axioms�
For example the �uent illegal� �illegal�
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Now the static rule

�suspended�p� ������ good employee�p� �� ���� � take bonus�p� �� ����

must evaluated� Thus the new situation at time point � is

S� � ftake bonus�p� �� �������take bonus�p� ��������

take salary�p� ������� �take promotion�p� �������

�suspended�p� ������� good employee�p� �� ������

�good employee�p� ���������illegal�p� ������g �

At time point �� no action will execute but the situation changes as follows


S� � f�take bonus�p� �������� take salary�p� �������

�take promotion�p� ������� �suspended�p� �������

�good employee�p� �������� �illegal�p� ������g �

The transition from the situation S� to S� happens because good employee�p�
�� ����� and take bonus�p� �� ���� cease to hold at time point ���

���� The rami�cation problem when actions have duration

In the case that the actions have duration then all e�ects must be determined
with reference to the start� the end and the duration of the actions� If all direct
and indirect e�ects can be described by reference to the start and the end of
the action then we can assume that one action with duration is equivalent with
two instantaneous actions
 one for the start and one for the end� In that case
the dynamic rules must be de�ned for the instantaneous actions� The above
algorithms solve the rami�cation problem without change� But as we show
below this is a very strict assumption�

In the case that the e�ects of an action depende on its duration� the above
approach cannot address the rami�cation problem� Consider the example with
the public worker and assume that if the action good grade has duration more
than two time moments then it has as e�ect the promotion of the employee�

Usually the duration of an action is unknown before its end� So we cannot
describe the direct and indirect e�ects of an action with reference to the start
and to the end� We must change the dynamic and static rules�

The �uents representation does not change� For each action a we de�ne a
new functional �uent f��a� which returns the duration of the execution of action
a until the current moment� If this �uent return � the action does executed at
current moment�
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The �uent f� helps us to determine the indirect e�ects of an action which
depend on the duration of the action a� All direct e�ects of an action do not
depended from the duration of execution� We must change the static rules in
order to encapsulate the �uents fa� The following algorithm implement this
change�

�� At each static rule G�t� t�� � f do

�a� let G � G� � �����Gn

�b� For each action a which can a�ect the �uent f if executed for more
than one time do

i� set G� � G � �f��a� � b��

ii� set G � G�

�c� let G � G� � �����Gm

�d� For each j from � to m do

	 let Gi � f��t�� � ����� fn�tn�

	 let t � min�t�� ���� tn�

�e� set t�� � max�ti 
 Gi is true�

�f� replace G�t� t�� with G�t� t���

The above algorithm �adds� at each static rule the e�ect which depends
on the duration of an action� The algorithm of evaluation of the dynamic and
static rules does not change�

The main problem of the actions with duration is that we cannot assume that
each of them is equivalent with two instantaneous actions one at the start and
one at the end of the duration� We show that with an example� Consider again
the example with the public worker� Assume that the action misdemeanor�p�
has duration and the direct e�ect is that the public worker p is illegal for time of
the duration of the action misdemeanor�p� and also for � months after the end
of the action� Because may not know the duration of the actionmisdemeanor�p�
from the start we must de�ne the following dynamic rules

occur�start�misdemeanor�p��� t� � illegal�p� t���� �a�

occur�end�misdemeanor�p��� t� � illegal�p� t� t� �m�� �

�illegal�p� t� ����� �b�

The justi�cation for the introduction of the two rules comes from the fact
that when the execution of action misdemeanor�p� starts� the public worker is
illegal idetinitely� because we do not know when the action ends� After the end
of the action and the public worker is considered illegal for � months� This is
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right if the �uent illegal�p� t���� does not has as indirect e�ect to change the
truth value of another �uent� For example assume the initial situation is

S� � f�take bonus�p� ������ take salary�p� ������

�take promotion�p� ������ �suspended�p� ������

�good employee�p� ������ �illegal�p� �����g �

Also assume the following execution of actions

occur�start�misdemeanor�p��� ��

occur�end�misdemeanor�p��� ��

At time point � the execution of action misdemeanor�p� starts and thus the
dynamic rule �a� is evaluated� The new situation is

S�

� � f�take bonus�p� ������ take salary�p� ������

�take promotion�p� ������ �suspended�p� ������

�good employee�p� ������ illegal�p� �����g �

After the evaluation of the static rules

illegal�p� ����� � suspended�p� �����

suspended�p� ������ �take salary�p� �����

we have the situation

S� � f�take bonus�p� ������ �take salary�p� ������

�take promotion�p� ������ suspended�p� ������

�good employee�p� ������ illegal�p� �����g �

At time point � the execution of action misdemeanor�p� ends and the dy�
namic rule �b� is evaluated� The new situation is

S� � f�take bonus�p� ������ �take salary�p� ������

�take promotion�p� ������ suspended�p� ������

�good employee�p� ������ illegal�p� �� �����illegal�p� �����g �

As we can observe the �uent illegal changes but the �uent suspended�p� �����
does not change� Thus at time point � the �uent suspended�p� ����� still holds
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and thus the �uent �take salary�p� ����� holds� This is wrong because one
expects the �uent suspended to cease to hold when illegal ceases to hold� This
does not happen� The problem is caused by the dynamic rule which refer to the
start of some action� More speci�caly� the problem is caused by the assumption
that each �uent that the speci�c action makes true� is assumed to be true for
inde�nitely� because we do not known the end of the action� Thus we must
change the dynamic rule which refer to the start and similary with the dynamic
rule which refers to the end of the action� Now there is the problem of how to
refresh the direct e�ects of the action as time progress�

In order to solve this problem� we de�ne a natural action natural�a� for each
action awith duration� This natural action is instantaneous and will be executed
periodically� The direct e�ects of a natural action for action a are exactly the
same with the e�ects of action a� This means that if occur�a� t� �

V
fi�t� t�i��

then occur�natural�a�� t� �
V
fi�t� t�i�� The period is equal with the minimal

time that some �uent become trues �as direct e�ect of action a � after the
execution of this action� For example�

occur�a� t� � f��t� t� ���� f��t� t� ��� � f��t� t� ��� �

then the period of execution is �� The precondition of the action natural�a�
is the continuation of the execution of action a� This means

Poss�natural�a�� � f��a� � � �

For each action a with duration� we assume that there are three instanta�
neous actions start�a�� end�a� and natural�a�� The dynamic rules must refer
to the instantaneous actions so we change the dynamic rules as follows


�� if the dynamic rule has the form occur�A� t� �
V
fi�t� t

�

i�� and t� ��� for
some fi then

�a� replace it with

occur�start�A�� t� �
�

fi�t� t
�

i��

occur�end�A�� t� �
�

fi�t� t
�

i��

�b� let t�� � minft�i 
 fi�t� t
�

i��g

�c� set natural�A� to execute periodically with period t���

�� if the dynamic rule has the form occur�A� t� �
V
fi�t���� then replace it

with

occur�start�A�� t� �
�

fi�t����
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The algorithm for the evaluation of dynamic and static rules does not change�
As we observe if one action has �permanent� direct e�ects then it is not neces�
sary to de�ne natural action for this action� because there is no need to refresh�

Theorem � The algorithm address the rami�cation problem in case that the

e�ect of an action depend on its duration�

Proof	 In order to be correct the algorithmmust alway terminated in a consis�
tent situation� This mean that all integrity constraint satis�ed at this situation�

Assume that integrity constraint Lawj is not satis�ed in one situation at
time point t� If Lawj does not refer to the e�ects that depend on the duration
then the proof is the same with that of theorem �� If Lawj refers to the e�ects
that depend on the duration� This mean that there is a �uent f which truth
value depend on the duration of an action a� Without loss of generality we
assumed that the �uent f becomes true if the action a executed for more than
b time points� Assumed that the action a executed for more than b time points
and the �uent f is false� Because the truth value of �uent f depend on the
duration of an action a� the static rule which refer to its has the form

Gf � f�����

where

Gf � �
�

�
�

fi�� � �f��a� � b�

This means that the formula Gf is true at time point t because the second
part ��f��a� � b� is true� Thus the rule Gf � f����� evaluates� This means that
the �uent f becomes true� A contradiction�
�

Consider the example with the public worker with the new assumption� The
dynamic rules are

occur�misdemeanor�p�� t� � illegal�p� t� t� �m�� ���

occur�take pardon�p�� t� � �illegal�p� t���� ���

occur�bad grade�p�� t� � �good employee�p� t���� ���

occur�good grade�p�� t� � good employee�p� t���� ��� �

After the execution of the algorithm which productes the dynamic rules we
have

occur�start�misdemeanor�p��� t� � illegal�p� t� t� �m�� ��a�

occur�end�misdemeanor�p��� t� � illegal�p� t� t� �m�� ��b�

occur�natural�misdemeanor�p��� t� � illegal�p� t� t� �m�� ��c�
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occur�start�take pardon�p��� t� � �illegal�p� t���� ���

occur�start�bad grade�p��� t� � �good employee�p� t���� ���

occur�start�good grade�p��� t� � good employee�p� t���� ��� �

The period of the execution of action natural�misdemeanor�p�� is �� The
static rules as they are productes by the algorithm in section ��� are


R � fillegal�p� t�� � suspended�p� t���

illegal�p� t�� � �good employee�p� t�� � �take promotion�p�max�t�� t����

suspended�p� � �take salary�p� t���

�suspended�p� t�� � good employee�p� t�� � take bonus�p�min�t�� t����

�good employee�p� t�� � �take bonus�p� t���

�suspended�p� t�� � take salary�p� t��

False � take promotion�p���g

Now we must perform the above algorithm at the set R in order to encapsu�
late the indirect e�ects which depend on the duration of some action� The only
rule which is e�ected is the last and changes from False � take promotion to
f��good grade� � �� � take promotion�p���

Assume the following sequence of execution

occur�start�good grade�p��� ��

occur�end�good grade�p��� ��

occur�start�misdemeanor�p��� ��

occur�end�misdemeanor�p��� ���

Assume now that we have a public worker p and the initial situation is

S� � f�take bonus�p� ������ take salary�p� ������

�take promotion�p� ������ �suspended�p� ������

�good employee�p� ������ �illegal�p� �����g �

At time point � the execution of the action good grade�p� starts and the
dynamic rule ��� is evaluated� Now the new situation is

S�

� � f�take bonus�p� ������ take salary�p� ������

�take promotion�p� ������ �suspended�p� ������

good employee�p� ������ �illegal�p� �����g �
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After the evaluation of the static rule

�suspended�p� ������ good employee�p� ����� � take bonus�p� �����

the new situation is

S� � ftake bonus�p� ������ take salary�p� ������

�take promotion�p� ������ �suspended�p� ������

good employee�p� ������ �illegal�p� �����g �

At time point � the action good grade�p� executes for more than � time
points thus the static rule f��good grade� � �� � take promotion�p���� is
evaluated Now the new situation is

S� � ftake bonus�p� ������ take salary�p� ������

take promotion�p� ������ �suspended�p� ������

good employee�p� ������ �illegal�p� �����g �

At time point � the action good grade�p� ends but the situation does not
change� At time point � the execution of the action misdemeanor�p� starts and
the dynamic rule ��a� is evaluates� Now the new situation is

S�

�
� ftake bonus�p� ������ take salary�p� ������

take promotion�p� ������ �suspended�p� ������

good employee�p� ������ illegal�p� �� ����� �illegal�p� ������g �

After the execution of static rules

illegal�p� �� ���� � suspended�p� �� ����

suspended�p� �� ���� � �take salary�p� �� ����

illegal�p� �� ����� �good employee����� � �take promotion�p� �� ����

the situation at time point � is


S� � ftake bonus�p� ������ �take salary�p� �� ����� take salary�p� �������

�take promotion�p� �� ����� take promotion�p� ������� suspended�p� �� �����

�suspended�p� ������� good employee�p� ������

illegal�p� �� ������illegal�p� ������g �

��



The situation change at point �� because the �uent �take salary�p� �� �����
�take promotion�p� �� ����� suspended�p� �� ���� and illegal�p� �� ���� ceases to
hold� At time point �� the situation is

S��

� � ftake bonus�p� ������ take salary�p� �������

take promotion�p� ������� �suspended�p� �������

good employee�p� ������ �illegal�p� ������g �

At time point �� the action natural�misdemeanor�p�� executes �because
f��misdemeanor�p�� � � holds� and refreshes the e�ect of actionmisdemeanor�p��
The dynamic rule ��c� executes� Now the new situation is

S�

�
� ftake bonus�p� ������ take salary�p� �������

take promotion�p� ������� �suspended�p� �������

good employee�p� ������ illegal�p� ��� ������illegal�p� ������g �

After the execution of the static rules

illegal�p� ��� ���� � suspended�p� ��� ����

suspended�p� ��� ����� �take salary�p� ��� ����

illegal�p� ��� ����� �good employee����� � �take promotion�p� ��� ����

we have

S� � ftake bonus�p� ������ �take salary�p� ��� ����� take salary�p� �������

�take promotion�p� ��� ������ take promotion�p� �������

suspended�p� ��� ����� �suspended�p� ������� good employee�p� ������

illegal�p� ��� ������illegal�p� ������g �

If we compare the situations S� and S� we can clearly obsrve the ruslt of
refreshing of the e�ects� At time point �� the action misdemeanor�p� ends and
thus the dynamic rule ��b� will be evaluated� Now the new situation is

S� � ftake bonus�p� ������ �take salary�p� ��� ����� take salary�p� �������

�take promotion�p� ��� ����� take promotion�p� �������

suspended�p� ��� ����� �suspended�p� ������� good employee�p� ������

illegal�p� ��� ������illegal�p� ������g �
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At time point �� no static rule evaluates because the �uents �take salary�p�
��� ����� suspended�p� ��� ���� are true at time point ��� But at time point ��
the situation change because the �uent suspended�p� ��� ������take promotion�p�
��� ���� and �take salary�p� ��� ���� cease to hold� Thus

S�

� � ftake bonus�p� ������ take salary�p� �������

take promotion�p� ������� �suspended�p� �������

good employee�p� ������ illegal�p� ��� ������illegal�p� ������g �

Now the following static rules evaluates

illegal�p� ��� ���� � suspended�p� ��� ����

suspended�p� ��� ����� �take salary�p� ��� ����

illegal�p� ��� ����� �good employee����� � �take promotion�p� ��� ����

and the new situation is

S� � ftake bonus�p� ������ �take salary�p� ��� �����

take salary�p� ������� �take promotion�p� ��� �����

take promotion�p� ������� suspended�p� ��� �����

�suspended�p� ������� good employee�p� ������

illegal�p� ��� ������illegal�p� ������g �

Finally the situation changes again at time point �� because the �uent
illegal�p� ��� ����� suspended�p� ��� ������take salary�p� ��� ���� and �take pro
motion�p� ��� ���� cease to holds� The new situation is

S	 � ftake bonus�p� ������ take salary�p� �������

�take promotion�p� ������ �suspended�p� �������

good employee�p� ������ �illegal�p� ������g �


� Summary and Future Research

The rami�cation problem in temporal databases is a complex and many�
faceted problem� We have addressed problem for the cases that the e�ects�direct
and indirect� of instantaneous actions refer to the current and future situations�
Also� we have described a solution for these cases when the actions have dura�
tions�
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Further research includes the study of the problem for concurrent actions in
the case of instantaneous actions or actions with duration and non�deterministic
actions� as well as the problem of changing time granularities� Consider the case
that two or more instantaneous actions can execute concurrently� The direct
and indirect e�ects of an action do not start necessarily from the next time
moment� This means that two or more actions cannot necessarily be executed
concurrently if the preconditions holds� It must be determined that the direct
and indirect e�ects of these actions are consistent not only in the next time
moment but in the future� as well�

For example a person cannot work in the public and in the private sector
at the same time� Suppose the actions hire in public and hire in company are
de�ned


hire in public�p� t� � public worker�p� t� ������

hire in company�p� t� � private employee�p� t � ������

This means that the employment started ten time moments after the action
took place� The integrity constraints

public worker�p� L� � �private employee�p� L�

private employee�p� L� � �public worker�p� L� �

denote that the actions hire in public and hire in company cannot execute
concurrently�

Another direction is the study of the problem in the case of actions changing
our beliefs about the past� In this case� e�ects may be periodically recursive
and one needs to be able to determine what is allowed to change in the past
and what isn	t� The related quali�cation problem� which refers to determininig
the preconditions which must hold prior to the execution of an action� is a topic
of current research� We are studying the extension of the proposed framework
for solving the quali�cation problem by de�ning static rules specifying when
actions become disquali�ed�
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